FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP IN
BANGKOK, THAILAND

3 DAYS WITH PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
BEN ZANDER

Learn advanced techniques and develop your portfolio.
Interact with models and get practical experience.
Shoot in a studio and at various amazing locations.

Day 1
Basic and advanced knowledge for commercial photographers.
Getting started: What kind of photography you want to do? Investing in camera
equipment and setting up an affordable studio.
Camera essentials: Shooting manual: ISO, apperture, shutterspeed, white balance,
sync speed, using a light meter and a grey card.
Lens essentials: Focal length, depth of field, bokeh, compression, zoom/prime. What
lenses you need and why.
Speedlight/Strobe essentials: Different speedlights/strobes/reflectors and their
advantages. Triggers, high speed sync. Using single versus multiple speedlights.
Balancing strobes and ambient light.
Hands on 5 different types: Speedlights, medium power strobe, high power strobe,
reflector, ringflash.
Light essentials: The sun/ambient light, Softness/hardness of light, fall off, reflective
surfaces, grids, different lighting techniques, shadows/highlights, catchlight, use of
CTO/CTB filters.

Practical exercise: Controlling and killing ambient light. Setting up Rembrandt lighting.
Setting up a 3 point lighting (key light, fill and kicker). Setting up a no shadow, high key
portrait with nice catch light in the eyes.
Modifiers essentials: Softbox, octobox, reflectors, beauty dish, umbrellas, ringflash,
feathering, gobos.
Post processing essentials: Adobe Lightroom and use of presets. Adobe Photoshop
including frequency separation technique.
Shooting workflow and marketing yourself: Tethering for art director. Making a
portfolio website. Finding your signature style for consistency.

Day 2
Getting confidence through a practical studio shoot with models
and a make up-artist.

Beauty/fashion portraiture with tethering.
Setting up the camera for the shoot.
How to plan and work with a model and a make-up artist to get the look you want.
Deciding on the kind of lighting you want and setting it up.
Light testing.
How to calibrate and interact with the models to get the poses your want.
How to time manage the shoot.
Proceeding with the shoot under guidance.
Reviewing your photos with the workshop photographer.

Day 3
Mastering a location shoot with models and a make up-artist.
How to control the different aspects of a commercial location shoot
Setting up the camera for the shoot.
How to plan and work with a make-up artist to get the look you want.
How to plan the location management. Food/drinks/shade?
Deciding on the kind of lighting you want and setting it up.
Light testing, balancing ambient light and strobe. Use of reflector?
How to calibrate and interact with the models to get the poses your want.
How to time managing the location shoot.
Proceeding with the shoot under guidance.
Reviewing photos with the workshop photographer.

The next workshop starts soon.
Contact us at www.benzander.com
or e-mail: benzanderphoto@gmail.com

